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Ever caught yourself screaming, "I could just kill that teacher"? What would it take to justify such

antisocial behavior and weeks of detention? Especially if he's the best teacher you've ever had?

Giving you an "F" on a quiz? Mispronouncing your name during roll call...again? How about blowing

up the moon and threatening to do the same to Mother Earthâ€”unless you take him out first?! Plus a

reward of a cool 100 million from the Ministry of Defense! Okay, now that you're committed... How

are you going to pull this off? What does your pathetic class of misfits have at their disposal to

combat Teach's alien technology, bizarre powers and...tentacles?! The latest addition to the misfit

students of Class 3-E is a Norwegian robot specially designed to assassinate their teacherâ€”but

sadly lacking in social skills. Nothing Koro Sensei can't cure with a little super-fast tentacle work!

When playboy Maehara gets dissed by a girl for being in Class 3-E, revenge is clearly

warrantedâ€”and Koro Sensei can help with that too! Then Irina, the English language teacher/sexy

assassin, gets a visit from her murder mentor.
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Yusei Matsui was born on the last day of January in Saitama Prefecture, Japan. He has been

drawing manga since he began elementary school. Some of his favorite manga series are

Bobobo-bo Bo-bobo, JoJo's Bizarre Adventure, and Ultimate Muscle. Matsui learned his trade

working as an assistant to manga artist Yoshio Sawai, creator of Bobobo-bo Bo-bobo. In 2005,

Matsui debuted his original manga Neuro: Supernatural Detective in Weekly Shonen Jump. In 2007,



Neuro was adapted into an anime. In 2012, Assassination Classroom began serialization in Weekly

Shonen Jump.

This was yet another good volume of Assassination Classroom. The volume didnt really present

anything truly shocking or gripping but worked well in giving a few more chapters to some

characters to allow us to get to know them better. For example there was a chapter about Maehara

which was nice on seeing how the pretty boy manages to deal with dating girls outside of their class.

Then there was a chapter on Irina's relationship with the students which seems to be leading into a

chapter to dive into her backstory. Finally a new student joins the class which was pretty

compelling.Overall I would say we are still in the buildup phase of Assassination Classroom.Quality

wise, Viz did it again with a great quality reading of the series and translation of some of the

interchapter inserts and details, opening volume contents of characters past and handling of some

of the puns (like Korosensei's name). One odd moment was when Karasuma was confronting an

invader who was speaking another language however, since we cant hear it, we had to assume that

was the case and also assume that he could speak both that language and Japanese. Probably in

the Japanese reading they were able to keep the Japanese language while including the JPN

translation of the text, which would be impossible in our volume. Maybe viz could have added a

sidenote. In any case a box on the page does show Karasuma thinking that it is a European

language so at the bare minimum one could tell he was speaking another language.There werent

really any end of volume extras or anything and, as usual, no color pages.

The tentacled fun continues with this volume. New characters come in to liven things up and Class

E grow closer as they take revenge on a girl who disses Maehara, Class E's resident playboy.

Sweet and slap-sticky manga.

Amazing! I can't wait to finish the series! It's so good! And the manga was in perfect condition!!

wonderful

One of my favorite manga's

Got a brand new product, fast and easy!The story is good so far in this book, and I'm intrigued by

what will happen in the next volume!



This book keeps getting more interesting and I love all the characters in it. I can't wait to see what

the next transfer student looks like and does.

Great manga, would recommend to people who like assassins, comedy, mystery and slice of school

life
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